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ABSTRACT

Accurate snowfall measurements are critical for a wide variety of research fields, including snowpack

monitoring, climate variability, and hydrological applications. It has been recognized that systematic errors in

snowfall measurements are often observed as a result of the gauge geometry and the weather conditions. The

goal of this study is to understand better the scatter in the snowfall precipitation rate measured by a gauge. To

address this issue, field observations and numerical simulations were carried out. First, a theoretical study

using finite-element modeling was used to simulate the flow around the gauge. The snowflake trajectories

were investigated using a Lagrangian model, and the derived flow field was used to compute a theoretical

collection efficiency for different types of snowflakes. Second, field observations were undertaken to de-

termine how different types, shapes, and sizes of snowflakes are collected inside a Geonor, Inc., precipitation

gauge. The results show that the collection efficiency is influenced by the type of snowflakes as well as by their

size distribution. Different types of snowflakes, which fall at different terminal velocities, interact differently

with the airflow around the gauge. Fast-falling snowflakes are more efficiently collected by the gauge than

slow-falling ones. The correction factor used to correct the data for the wind speed is improved by adding

a parameter for each type of snowflake. The results show that accurate measure of snow depends on the wind

speed as well as the type of snowflake observed during a snowstorm.

1. Introduction

Large uncertainties are often observed in precipita-

tion measurements, especially for solid precipitation

(e.g., Groisman et al. 1991; Groisman and Legates 1994;

Yang et al. 1995; Goodison et al. 1998). An accurate

measure of snowfall amount is critical because it is di-

rectly linked to a better understanding of the global

water cycle. Discrepancies in snowfall measurement

may lead to uncertainties in the analysis of climate vari-

ability and the verification of climate models (Yang et al.

2005). Over a shorter time scale, the precise amount of

snow falling on the ground has an impact on surface and

air transportation. To be more specific, the determina-

tion of real-time precipitation type and intensity affects

the decision making for aircraft ground deicing opera-

tions (Rasmussen et al. 2001).

Solid precipitation measurement is challenging be-

cause technical factors, such as gauge geometry and

capping of snow, may bias the measured precipitation

quantity. Yang et al. (2005) stated that correction factors

needed to be applied to the data to account for wetting

evaporation losses and wind-induced error. The wind-

induced error is caused by the deformation of the airflow

due to the gauge geometry. Sevruk et al. (2009) showed

that the higher the wind speed is the lower is the pre-

cipitation rate recorded by the gauge because of snow-

flakes blowing over or around the gauge, making wind

the most important contributor to the uncertainties.

A shield is typically installed around the precipitation

gauge to reduce the effects of the wind on the gauge

collection efficiency (Yang et al. 1999). Many different

gauge and shield configurations have been studied in the

past, and their measurements have been characterized

under different wind speeds (e.g., Nipher 1878; Alter 1937;

Yang et al. 1998; Hanson et al. 2004; Smith 2009; Rasmussen
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et al. 2012). In 1985, the World Meteorological Organiza-

tion Commission on Instruments and Methods of Obser-

vation designated the Double Fence Intercomparison

Reference (DFIR) as the standard shield for precipi-

tation measurements (Goodison et al. 1998). Therefore,

the best precipitation-rate estimate is assumed to be

measured by the gauge in a DFIR.

To study the performance of a gauge or gauge–shield

configuration, the collection efficiency needs to be com-

puted. The collection efficiency is defined as the ratio of

the precipitation rate measured by the gauge to the best

estimate of the precipitation rate. Figure 1 shows the

collection efficiency of a Geonor, Inc., gauge (hereinafter

‘‘Geonor’’) placed in a single Alter shield with respect to

a Geonor in a DFIR. It illustrates the large scatter in the

data as a function of wind speed. Note that for a single

wind speed value the error can be as high as 50%. A

correction factor is currently used to account for the

decrease in collection efficiency with increasing wind

speed. This correction factor, which is derived from the

data used in Rasmussen et al. (2001), depends on the

gauge–shield configuration. The corrected data also show

scatter, however, especially during high-wind events.

Because the gauge is an obstacle to the natural airflow

pattern, an updraft and horizontal accelerations may be

produced at the top of the gauge that cause the snow-

flakes to blow over the top of the gauge. The strength of

the updraft depends on the horizontal wind speed and

may cause the particle to deviate from its original tra-

jectory (Rasmussen et al. 2012). The shield around the

gauge acts to slow the wind speed and, in turn, decreases

the strength of the updraft created at the gauge orifice and

may induce turbulence. Nespor and Sevruk (1999) have

addressed this issue by simulating raindrop trajectories

in the vicinity of the gauge. Goodison et al. (1998) made

initial studies on snowflake trajectories. They showed

that the lighter the snowflakes are the higher is the wind-

induced error for two different precipitation gauges [auto-

matic station tipping-bucket (ASTA) and Hellman].

Measuring snowfall amount is also complicated be-

cause it is common to observe many different types of

snowflakes simultaneously at the surface (Fig. 2). Many

studies have examined the characteristics of the various

types of snowflakes often observed during winter storms

(e.g., Sekhon and Srivastava 1970; Locatelli and Hobbs

1974; Passarelli 1978; Brandes et al. 2007). Yuter et al.

(2006) showed that the snowflake terminal velocity is

highly variable and may vary from 0.5 to 3 m s21. This

variability may affect the gauge collection efficiency.

Given the importance of accurately measuring snow-

fall amount, the effect of snowflake characteristics on

gauge collection was investigated. The goal of the study

is to understand better the scatter in the collection effi-

ciency of a Geonor in a single Alter shield for a given

wind speed. We chose the Alter shield because it is one

of the five most commonly used shields.

To address this issue, snowflakes falling inside and

outside of a Geonor snow gauge were collected and

FIG. 1. The collection efficiency of a Geonor in a single Alter

shield with respect to a Geonor in a DFIR as a function of wind

speed from December 2009 to March 2010. The data (dots) are

averaged over 10 min. A linear curve fit of the data is indicated by

the gray line. There are a total of 1870 data points during ap-

proximately 20 weather events.

FIG. 2. Example of the different crystal types that can be observed

simultaneously at the surface.
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photographed during snowfall events. Each snow-

flake was analyzed systematically to determine its

characteristics such as shape and type. Also, a well-

equipped test site allowed the unique snowflake data-

sets used in this study to be compared with observed

weather conditions. In addition to the field experi-

ments, numerical simulations were performed on the

relationship of the collection efficiency and terminal

velocity.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3

describe the experimental design, including the data

collected in the field and the numerical simulations

conducted, respectively. Section 4 investigates the the-

oretical collection efficiency for the different crystal

patterns. Observations recorded in the field are sum-

marized and discussed in section 5. The theoretical re-

sults are compared with observations in section 6. The

conclusions are in section 7.

2. Observational data

During the winter of 2009/10, detailed snowflake ob-

servations were conducted at the Marshall Field Site,

near Boulder, Colorado. The site is maintained by the

National Center for Atmospheric Research and is a test

bed for a number of weather instruments and pre-

cipitation gauges (Rasmussen et al. 2012). The purpose

of the experiment was to collect snowflakes inside and

outside a Geonor gauge and analyze their characteristics

to explain the scatter in the snowfall measurement of the

gauge. The Geonor gauge is based on vibrating-wire

technology (Bakkehoi et al. 1985).

Figure 3a shows a schematic of the experimental

setup. The experiment consisted of collecting snow-

flakes on a collection pad, covered by black velvet, that

has dimensions of 20 cm 3 11 cm. Two collection pads

were placed on tray A and C, outside the gauge as shown

in Fig. 3a. One collection pad was placed inside the

gauge itself (tray B). The collection pads were exposed

to the environmental conditions for a short time period

(10–20 s) to prevent snowflakes from overlapping on the

collection pads. The collected snowflakes were then

photographed inside an unheated trailer. The experi-

ment was repeated every 20 min during snowfall events.

To address the impact of the shield on the collection

efficiency, a single Alter shield was added between the

trays (Fig. 3a, A and C) and the gauge for every other

storm.

Once the snowflakes collected, they were photo-

graphed in a systematic manner using a Pentax digital

single-lens reflex camera with a 100-mm macro lens. The

camera was mounted on a tripod and was always placed

at the same distance from the collection pad to give the

same pixel size for every picture. Three pictures were

taken at the center of the long side of each collection

pad. Once the picture was taken, the different types

of snowflakes observed on each collection pad were

recorded.

FIG. 3. (a) A schematic of the Geonor placed on a stand. Snow collection pads (gray) are placed on each side of the

snow gauge (A and C) and in the gauge (B). (b) The Marshall test bed (Rasmussen et al. 2012). The location of

the experimental setup (label 2) described in (a) with respect to the weather instruments used in this study: label 1 is

the Geonor in a single Alter shield, label 3 is the 2-m anemometer tower, and label 4 is the Geonor in a DFIR.
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Nearly 2400 pictures were analyzed meticulously by

hand to determine if snowflakes were overlapping. For

consistency, for every image ignored the ones taken at

the same time on the two other collection pads were also

ignored. Furthermore, the main snowflake type on each

image was recorded and was compared with the manual

observations of snowflake types. This step has been re-

peated by two scientists to confirm the main type of

snowflake at a given time. They were separated into four

primary types: dendrite, radiating assemblage of plates,

graupel, and irregular ice particles. These types of

snowflakes were classified into two main categories of

snow: dry and wet/rimed snowflakes. The difference

between these types of snowflakes is mainly the terminal

velocity and density. Dendrites and radiating assem-

blage of plates are considered to be ‘‘dry’’ snow, which

has a terminal velocity of ;1 m s21. Graupel and ir-

regular ice particles are considered to be ‘‘wet/rimed’’

snow, which is relatively more dense and falls faster (;2

m s21).

After the quality control of the pictures, the images

were processed using Matlab proprietary software. A

program was written to detect and measure each snow-

flake and to compute snowflake characteristics such as

major and minor axis, equivalent diameter, and eccen-

tricity. The diameter used in the analysis is the equiva-

lent diameter, which is defined as the diameter of a circle

of the same surface area of the detected snowflake. The

snowflake characteristics were then compared with the

wind speed approximately at gauge height (2-m ane-

mometer tower) and the precipitation rate measured by

the Geonor in the single Alter and the Geonor in the

DFIR, all averaged over 10 min. Because the snowflakes

were photographed at every 20 min, we have three sam-

ples per hour. The location of the weather instruments

used for this study relative to the experimental setup

(Fig. 3a) is depicted in Fig. 3b. All the instruments used

are within a 20-m radius of each other. Only the sam-

ples associated with a precipitation rate (Geonor in the

DFIR) of .0.3 mm h21 were considered.

Data were collected during many storms in the winter

2009/10, but on the basis of the quality-control review,

only five storms are presented in this study. The shield

was used during four of the five storms analyzed. Table 1

summarizes for each event the dates, number of sam-

ples, precipitation rates, wind speeds, and whether the

gauge was shielded.

By using these observations and associated gauge

measurements, the collection efficiency of precipitation

gauges and weather conditions were compared with the

snowflake characteristics and types. The 20 February

2010 event is used to describe the effects of the crystal

type on the snow gauge collection efficiency. Data from

all of the storms were then combined to compare with

the theoretical results.

3. Theoretical study

To simulate a theoretical gauge collection efficiency,

an approach with the following three steps was taken:

1) determine the flow around a shielded gauge using

computational fluid dynamics software,

2) compute particle trajectories with a Lagrangian model,

and

3) calculate a theoretical collection efficiency on the basis

of the number of snowflakes falling inside the gauge.

These steps are discussed in detail below.

a. Fluid dynamics modeling

The flow around the shielded gauge was simulated

using the ‘‘Fluent’’ computational fluid dynamics software

package from Ansys, Inc. (http://www.ansys.com/Products/

Simulation1Technology/Fluid1Dynamics/ANSYS1

Fluent). To simulate the flow in Fluent, the geometry

and meshing of the Geonor in a single Alter shield was

constructed using ‘‘Gambit,’’ an Ansys subprogram de-

signed to work with Fluent. This software has been used

in many studies linked to a wide variety of fields. Newman

and Kucera (2005) used it to study the airflow around a

disdrometer and to demonstrate that the airflow pro-

duced by Fluent agreed well with observations. The

Fluent software solves the equations of conservation of

mass and momentum. Additional equations are con-

sidered to account for heat transfer or compressibility

depending on the problem addressed. In a similar way,

transport equations are solved for turbulent flow. Fluent

provides three models to solve for a k–epsilon turbulent

flow. In this study we chose to use the standard k-epsilon

model, which solves for the turbulence kinetic energy k

and its dissipation rate epsilon. More details are found in

the user’s manual (https://www.sharcnet.ca/Software/

Fluent12/pdf/th/flth.pdf).

TABLE 1. Summary of each storm for which crystal-type char-

acteristics were collected during winter 2009/10. The abbreviation

No. is the number of time samples, R is the range of the precipi-

tation rate (mm h21) calculated from the Geonor in the DFIR, and

V is the range of the average wind speed (m s21) measured during

each event. Note that R and V are averaged over 10 min.

Time (UTC) No. R V Shielded

0000 22 Dec–1200 23 Dec 2009 21 0.32–1.3 0.9–4.7 No

1640 7 Feb–0420 8 Feb 2010 12 0.32–1.05 0–1.8 Yes

1100–1520 14 Feb 2010 9 0.32–1.3 1.9–3.2 Yes

0040–0600 19 Feb 2010 14 0.31–1.57 1.5–4.4 Yes

2300 20 Feb–0840 21 Feb 2010 16 0.35–0.92 2.5–4.4 Yes
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A few assumptions on the shield geometry were made

to facilitate the simulation of the flow. The single Alter

shield is composed of 32 slats hanging in a circle around

the gauge that move with the wind. For these simulations,

it is assumed that the slats are motionless but are hung at

different angles with respect to vertical in the direction of

the wind as a function of the wind speed. Figure 4 illus-

trates a vertical cross section of the gauge–shield geo-

metry. The flow simulations have been performed in three

dimensions. A square perimeter was defined around the

gauge–shield geometry (20 m 3 20 m 3 20 m) composed

of approximately 350 000 cells, with refinement near the

gauge–shield configuration. All of the boundaries of the

perimeter were defined as solid walls except for the inflow

and the outflow sides of the box. These boundary condi-

tions allowed an environment around the gauge to be of

sufficient size such that the wind flow was laminar be-

fore encountering the gauge–shield combination.

Once the gauge–shield geometry was defined and

meshed, Fluent was used to simulate the flow in the vi-

cinity of the snow gauge. Several conditions were de-

fined within the simulation. First, the fluid in the box was

defined as air (1 kg m23). Second, a wind speed value

was initialized on the inflow wall. Constant wind speed

values of 1–10 m s21 were tested with increments of

1 m s21. Third, the flow model type was set to k–epsilon

turbulent. For comparison, the experiment was repeated

with a laminar flow to study the effect of turbulent flow

on the collection efficiency of the gauge. Last, Fluent

was run until it converged to a steady-state flow.

To address the deflection the slats would have in ac-

tual wind flow, the angle of the slats was adjusted to

varying degrees depending on the wind speed. For wind

speeds between 1 and 5 m s21, the slats were assumed to

be oriented 158 with respect to vertical (Fig. 4a). The

slats were assumed to be 308 with respect to vertical for

FIG. 4. (a) An example of a cross section of the flow parallel to the wind speed (gray arrows).

The initial wind speed is 5 m s21, with a slat orientation of 158 with respect to vertical in the

same direction of the wind. The horizontal wind speed parallel to the cross section (m s21) is

indicated by the arrows, and the vertical air velocity values are indicated by the gray shading.

The geometry of the gauge and orientation of the slats are indicated by the black lines. (b) The

flow viewed from 2 cm above the gauge. The wind speed parallel to the cross section is in-

dicated by the lengths of the gray arrows and by the gray shading (m s21), and the wind di-

rection is indicated by the orientation of the arrows. The shield around the gauge is the larger

circle, and the orifice of the gauge is the small circle.
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wind speeds between 6 and 10 m s21. For a given wind

speed, the flow seems to be slightly sensitive to the ori-

entation of the slats. For example, at 5 m s21 the flow

pattern is similar with the same order observed for the

vertical air velocity (updraft). There are some differ-

ences in the size of the area where the maximum wind

speed in observed, however. Further studies should be

conducted to explore in detail this issue.

b. Lagrangian model

A Lagrangian model was developed to study the

snowflake trajectory. Nespor and Sevruk (1999) devel-

oped a similar Lagrangian model to study raindrop trajec-

tory around a precipitation gauge. The flow field obtained

with Fluent was used to initialize the model.

The equation of motion is

Vsrsas 5 2CdAsra0:5(vs 2 va)jvs 2 vaj1 Vs(rs 2 ra)g,

(1)

where as is the snowflake acceleration, Vs is the volume

of the snowflake, rs is the snow density, ra is the air

density, Cd is the drag coefficient [see Eq. (8) below], As

is the cross-sectional area normal to the flow, vs is the

velocity of the snowflake, va is the velocity of the fluid, g

is the gravity acceleration, and jvs 2 vaj is the magnitude

of the velocity vector:

jvs 2 vaj 5 [(us 2 ua)2
1 (ys 2 ya)2

1 (ws 2 wa)2]1/2,

(2)

where ux is the velocity along the x axis, yx is the velocity

along the y axis, and wx is the velocity along the z axis for

the snowflake (subscript x 5 s) and the environmental

air (subscript x 5 a). Because the gravity force is only

acting along the z axis, the components of the acceler-

ation vector are

ax 5 2
1

2
CdAs

ra

Vsrs

(us 2 ua)jvs 2 vaj, (3)

ay 5 2
1

2
CdAs

ra

Vsrs

(vs 2 va)jvs 2 vaj, and (4)

az 5 2
1

2
CdAs

ra

Vsrs

(ws 2 wa)jvs 2 vaj 1
(rs 2 ra)

rs

g.

(5)

The initial particle velocity is assumed to be the ter-

minal velocity (z axis) and the horizontal wind speed (x

axis). The particle velocity along the y axis is zero. Given

the initial position and velocity of the particle, the ac-

celeration of the particle is computed and, in turn, the

three-dimensional location of the snowflake at each time

step is determined. On the basis of sensitivity tests, the

time step was set to 0.001 s. Note also that the effect of

turbulence on the particle is only considered by the tur-

bulent flow obtained by Fluent. This assumption differs

from Nespor and Sevruk (1999), who added a turbulent

effect to the drag coefficient.

c. Snowflake characteristics

The equations of motion given in Eqs. (3)–(5) illustrate

the impact of snowflake type on its acceleration. The drag

coefficient Cd also depends on the snowflake type and size

(Pruppacher and Klett 1997) and is defined as

CD 5
2Vs(rs 2 ra)g

Asray2
T

, (6)

where Vs is the volume, As is the area, g is the gravity

constant, rs is the snow density, ra is the air density, and

yT is the terminal velocity of the snowflake.

From Rasmussen et al. (1999), the general form of the

volume, cross sectional, density, and terminal velocity pa-

rameters are

YX(D) 5 aXDb
X , (7)

where D is the snowflake diameter, and aX and bX are

the parameters that are summarized in Table 2. The

TABLE 2. Definition of the parameters to compute the terminal velocity, density, volume, and area of each snowflake type. The general

form of the equation is Y
X

(D) 5 a
X

DbX . The values are taken from Rasmussen et al. (1999). The subscript T is for terminal velocity, V is

for volume, r is for density, and A is for cross-sectional area.

Crystal types Symbol aT bT aV bV ar br aA bA

Radiating assemblage of plates RP 60 0.37 0.0028 1.8 0.49 0 p/4 2

Dendrite DE 55 0.48 0.0012 2.29 0.5 0 p/4 2

Heavily rimed dendrite HD 162 0.53 0.0023 1.7 0.58 0 p/4 2

Hexagonal plates HP 297 0.86 0.0417 3.31 0.9 0 p/4 2

Lump graupel LG 733 0.89 p/6 3 0.9 0 p/4 2

Dry snow DS 107 0.2 p/6 3 0.017 21 p/4 2

Wet snow WS 214 0.2 p/6 3 0.072 21 p/4 2
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volume and density of each snowflake also vary as a

function of the snowflake diameter. In a similar way, the

cross-sectional area is assumed to be a circle for all of the

snowflake types studied. Given that the snowflake shape

is highly variable, this is a reasonable assumption.

By merging Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), the drag coefficient can

be written as

CD 5
2gaVa

r

aArairaT

Db
V

1b
r
2b

A
22b

T , (8)

where the subscript V refers to the volume of the snow-

flake, T is for the terminal velocity, A is the cross-sectional

area, and r is for the density. The values are also given in

Table 2.

The terminal velocities for the seven snowflake types

studied are shown in Fig. 5. The terminal velocity of a

dendrite is less than any other snowflake type shown and

asymptotically approaches to near a constant value with

size. Graupel falls at a relatively higher terminal velocity

and generally has higher particle density than other

snowflake types.

Figure 6 shows the decrease in the drag coefficient

with increasing snowflake diameter. This is because the

effect of air resistance is less important and the particle

will be less influenced by the horizontal flow. These

calculations were done by considering single snowflakes

rather than aggregates. According to Eqs. (3), (4), and

(5), particles with a high drag coefficient will accelerate

more than particles with a smaller drag coefficient. This

is consistent with dendrites falling at slower terminal ve-

locities than lump graupel. Also, a slow-falling snowflake

has a smaller drag coefficient than a fast-falling snow-

flake. Note that the shape and density of the snowflake

also impact the drag coefficient, where the drag co-

efficient is typically large for particles with large cross-

sectional area and high density.

d. Calculation of the collection efficiency

The collection efficiency is the ratio of the snowfall

amount measured by the gauge to the true snowfall

measured in a DFIR. To compare the theory with ob-

servations, it is assumed that the distortion of the wind in

the vicinity of the gauge is negligible.

The ‘‘area method’’ is used to compute the collection

efficiency of the instrument. It is the ratio of the hori-

zontal area at a given height above the top of the gauge

associated with the total number of snowflakes falling

into the gauge Ainside(D) to the area of the orifice of the

gauge Agauge (Fig. 3). The area associated with the

number of snowflakes falling in the gauge depends on

the snowflake characteristics and is never greater than

the area of the gauge orifice. For a given snowflake type

and wind speed, however, the area concentration of

snowflakes will vary. As an analogy between observa-

tions and theory, the precipitation rate measured by the

Geonor in the single Alter shield refers to Ainside and the

measurement by the Geonor in the DFIR is Agauge.

FIG. 5. The terminal velocity for each crystal type as a function of

diameter. The symbols are summarized in Table 2.

FIG. 6. The drag coefficient for the different crystal types as

a function of diameter. The symbols are summarized in Table 2.
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Given an inverse exponential snowflake size distri-

bution (Marshall and Palmer 1948)

N(D) 5 N0 exp(2lD), (9)

where N0 is the intercept of the size distribution, D is the

snowflake diameter, and l is the slope of the size dis-

tribution, the theoretical collection efficiency is defined

as

CE 5

ðD
max

0
Ainside(D)N(D)

ðD
max

0
AgaugeN(D)

. (10)

To compute the collection efficiency for the different

snowflake types, 12 different snowflake diameters were

studied for each snowflake type: 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, and 10 mm. To study the effects of the snowflake

size distribution, the intercept of the size distribution

remains constant (N0 5 5 3 106 m24) while the slope

was varied. This assumption allowed for a more impor-

tant change in the number concentration of larger

snowflake sizes. The intercept was varied over 0.25, 0.5,

1, and 2 mm21. The values were based on Houze et al.

(1979), who observed the snow size distribution in dif-

ferent atmospheric conditions.

4. Theoretical collection efficiency

a. Trajectory of snowflakes

Figure 4a shows the flow in the vicinity of the snow

gauge. At a height of 2 m, the flow is mostly constant and

parallel to the surface. The flow is also constant with a

height up to 1 m upstream of the gauge. Because the

shielded gauge acts to block the flow, wind speed is

higher upstream than downstream of the gauge–shield

configuration.

Two major flow deflections are observed in the vi-

cinity of the shielded gauge (Fig. 4a). First, an updraft is

observed just upstream of the shield. The slats force the

wind to split and create an updraft near their top and

a downdraft near their base. Therefore, the trajectory of

the snowflake is perturbed upward or downward de-

pending on its location upstream of the shield. Second,

the flow between the shield and the gauge is also forced

to deviate around the gauge. It creates a secondary up-

draft near the top of the gauge, which also influences the

snowflake trajectory. The updraft created by the shield

is stronger than the one created by the gauge because

the flow slows down between the shield and the gauge.

The view from the top of the gauge (Fig. 4b) also shows

the deflection of the flow around the shield. The wind

speed decreases inside the shield and also deflects around

the orifice of the gauge.

As described in the Lagrangian model, the snowflake

trajectory depends on the snowflake characteristics. The

main differences between wet/rimed and dry snow are

the density and the terminal velocity (Table 2). Figure 7

shows the trajectories of wet/rimed and dry snowflakes

of the same size falling inside and outside the gauge.

Because dry snow falls more slowly and is less dense

than wet/rimed snow, its trajectory follows the stream-

lines more closely than does that of the wet/rimed snow.

The dry snowflake is pushed upward by updrafts located

in front of both the shield and the gauge. The snowflake

falling inside the gauge arrives at lower heights (gray

solid line) in front of the shield when compared with the

one falling outside the gauge (gray dashed line). The

snowflake falling inside the gauge has just enough mo-

mentum to fall into it as compared with the one that has

blown over the gauge orifice. The wet/rimed snowflake

is not as affected by the flow because it falls faster and

the amount of deflection is minimal. The trajectory of

the wet snowflake falling outside the gauge is deflected

by the flow just above the gauge orifice. Without the

effect of the flow on the snowflake, it would have likely

fallen inside the gauge.

b. Collection efficiency and snowflake diameter

According to the snowflake trajectories shown in Fig.

7, the snowflake terminal velocity is an important factor

influencing the gauge collection efficiency. In addition,

the snowflake size impacts the gauge collection effi-

ciency because larger snowflakes fall faster. The impacts

of snowflake size and type are shown in Fig. 8. In gen-

eral, the collection efficiency of the gauge decreases with

increasing wind speed. Large (10-mm diameter) wet/

rimed snowflakes lead to a constant collection efficiency

FIG. 7. Trajectories of a 1-mm-diameter dry (DS; gray lines) or

wet (WS; black lines) snowflake falling in a flow field of 3 m s21.

The solid lines are the trajectories of snowflakes falling into the

gauge, and the dashed lines are trajectories that are deflected

outside the gauge.
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up to at least 10 m s21, however. The collection effi-

ciency of small snowflakes is lower than larger snow-

flakes of the same type. For example, a 1-mm-diameter

dry snowflake has a collection efficiency of 0.4 whereas

0.7 is associated with a 10-mm diameter for the same

wind speed (4 m s21). In a similar way, the gauge col-

lection efficiency is also affected by the type of snow. For

example, for a 1-mm dry snowflake the collection effi-

ciency is less by almost a factor of 2 than for a 1-mm wet/

rimed snowflake falling in a 4 m s21 flow field. For the

10-mm-diameter snowflake, the collection efficiency dif-

ference between dry and wet/rimed increases with in-

creasing wind speed.

Whether the snowflake falls into the gauge depends

on its trajectory in the vicinity of the gauge. If the

snowflake approaches near the shield where the updraft

is observed, it will likely deviate from its original tra-

jectory and fall to the ground downstream of the gauge.

It has to approach at a precise location above the

shielded gauge to have sufficient momentum to fall in-

side the gauge. This effect helps to explain some of the

variability in the computed collection efficiency.

c. Size distribution of snowflake falling in the gauge

According to the simulations, the snowflake size dis-

tribution falling in the gauge can be computed. It was

determined using the inverse exponential relation [Eq.

(9)], and it is weighted with the area associated with the

number of snowflakes falling inside the gauge [Agauge(D)].

Figure 9 shows the size distribution of dry and wet/

rimed snowflakes falling inside the gauge for different

wind speeds. For dry snow at 0 m s21, the size distribu-

tion of snowflakes falling inside and outside the gauge

is the same. As the wind speed increases, the minimum

size of snowflakes falling inside the gauge increases.

There is a difference of 5 mm between the smallest

snowflakes falling into the gauge at 4 m s21 when com-

pared with 8 m s21. At 10 m s21, no snowflakes smaller

than 10 mm in diameter fall into the gauge. Conversely,

FIG. 8. The collection efficiency of dry (DDS; gray lines) and wet/

rimed snowflake (DWS; black lines) of 1- and 10-mm diameter. The

computed collection efficiency is indicated by the markers. The solid

(dashed) lines are the smoothed results for 1-mm (10 mm) diameter

to show the tendency.

FIG. 9. The size distribution of snowflakes falling inside the gauge when falling through different wind speeds for

(a) dry snow and (b) wet snow.
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for wet/rimed snow, the minimum size from the size

distribution remains constant but the number concen-

tration of small-size snowflakes decreases with increas-

ing wind speed. For example, the number concentration

of 0.5-mm snowflakes is 2 times as high at 2 m s21 as at

10 m s21.

d. Variation of the slope of the size distribution

The collection efficiency is proportional to the size

distribution of snowflakes falling inside the gauge [Eq.

(4)]. Hence, if the parameters of the size distribution are

changed, the collection efficiency also varies. Figure 10

FIG. 10. The collection efficiency variation with wind speed, assuming different slope size distribution values (l 5

0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 mm21) and snowflake types, for (a) dry snow, (b) wet snow, (c) radiating assemblage of plates, (d)

hexagonal plates, (e) dendrite, (f) graupel, and (g) heavily rimed dendrite. Pictures of the appropriate snowflake type

are included in (c)–(g). The collection efficiency is computed at 1 m s21 increments.
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shows the changes in the collection efficiency to the

variation of the slope of size distribution while the in-

tercept is kept constant.

Figures 10a and 10b show the collection efficiency

of dry and wet/rimed snowflakes, respectively. In both

cases, the collection efficiency decreases more rapidly

with larger values of l. The higher the value of the slope

of the size distribution is, the lower is the concentration

of large snowflakes. Therefore, the values of the col-

lection efficiency are consistent with the results shown in

Figs. 8 and 9. Larger snowflakes have higher collection

efficiencies than smaller ones for the same wind speed.

The collection efficiency was computed for different

crystal types by varying the slope of the size distribution.

Note that the collection efficiency of the slow-falling

snowflake (Figs. 10a,c,e,g) is small relative to that for

fast-falling snowflakes (Figs. 10b,d,f). The collection ef-

ficiency of dendrites (Fig. 10e) at 6 m s21 is zero for all

values of the slope parameter, whereas the collection

efficiency of graupel (Fig. 10f) is about 50% different

between a slope parameter of 0.25 and 2 mm h21.

e. Turbulent versus laminar flow

The effect of turbulence on the snow gauge collection

efficiency has also been investigated. Figure 11 com-

pares the collection efficiency of dry and wet/rimed

snowflakes when falling through either turbulent or

laminar flow in the vicinity of the gauge. For both types

of snow, the collection efficiencies of the gauge for an

assumption of either turbulent or laminar flow are

comparable. The collection efficiency is slightly higher

when the snowflake falls within a turbulent flow than in a

laminar flow, however. This result suggests that the tur-

bulence increases the collection efficiency of the gauge by

10%. Further investigation should be conducted to clarify

this issue.

5. Observations: 20 February 2010

Snowflakes were collected and photographed during

the winter of 2009/10 at the Marshall Test Site near

Boulder. The results associated with the 20 February

2010 snowstorm are discussed. In particular, the snow-

flake types and diameters are compared with the gauge

collection efficiency. The number size distributions of

snow falling inside and outside the gauge on the basis of

the picture analysis are compared with each other. The

other snowstorms summarized in Table 1 are presented

in section 6.

a. Measured collection efficiency

The gauge collection efficiency was evaluated using

the measured precipitation rate from the Geonor in

the DFIR. Therefore, the collection efficiency of the

Geonor in a single Alter shield is defined as the ratio of

the precipitation rate averaged over 10 min measured

by the Alter-shielded gauge to that of the Geonor in the

DFIR. The wind speed value used to correlate with the

FIG. 11. The collection efficiency of the gauge assuming either turbulent or laminar flow associated with (a) dry snow

and (b) wet snow. The slope parameter l is 1 mm21.
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collection efficiency is also averaged over the 10-min

period (at gauge height).

The collection efficiency as a function of the wind

speed for that event is shown in Fig. 12. It agrees with

previous studies (e.g., Rasmussen et al. 2001) in that the

collection efficiency decreases with increasing wind

speed, with a large scatter shown within the data. At a

given wind speed, the difference in the collection effi-

ciency could be up to 50%. In a similar way, the precip-

itation rate sometimes varies greatly during the 10-min

period. An increase of the collection efficiency is ob-

served between 2.5 and 3 m s21. This increase is mainly

due to the type of snowflake. It is discussed later in the

section.

b. Mean diameter

The mean diameter of snowflakes falling in the gauge

has been calculated and is shown in Fig. 13 as a function

of collection efficiency. In general, the snowflake size

increases with decreasing collection efficiency. This is

consistent with the theory that larger snowflakes will fall

in the gauge as the collection efficiency decreases be-

cause larger snowflakes are less affected by the wind than

smaller ones. It also depends on the type of snowflake,

however. For example, a large dendrite will still fall

slower than small graupel.

From observations, each sample has been numbered

and classified as ‘‘wet/rimed’’ or ‘‘dry’’ snow (Fig. 13).

There are eight samples of wet/rimed snow and eight

samples of dry snow. From Fig. 13, the dry snowflakes

are generally larger than the wet/rimed snowflakes. Dry-

snow samples 4 and 8 are anomalies, however. Sample 4

FIG. 12. The collection efficiency of a Geonor placed in a single

Alter shield as a function of wind speed for the 20 Feb 2010

snowstorm. The error bar shows the standard deviation of the

collection efficiency during the 10-min average.

FIG. 13. (a) The collection efficiency of a Geonor in a single Alter shield vs the mean snowflake diameter falling

inside the gauge. The gray open circles are for wet/rimed snow, and black plus signs indicate dry snow. There are eight

samples of wet/rimed snow and dry snow, numbered from 1 to 8 for each category. Also shown is the normalized

number of snowflakes per diameter for (b) dry snow and (c) wet/rimed snow.
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exhibits lightly rimed dendrites, and sample 8 exhibits

radiating assemblage of plates, whereas the other samples

depict moderately to heavily rimed dendrites. Overall,

the wet/rimed snow category tends to be smaller than the

dry snowflakes, as is clearly shown by the size distribution

of dry and wet/rimed snow in Figs. 13b and 13c, respec-

tively.

c. Computed terminal velocity

Using the mean diameter of the snowflakes falling

inside the gauge, the mean terminal velocity of each

sample was computed using Eq. (7). They were divided

into dry and wet/rimed snow categories, and the values

of the terminal velocity parameters are given in Table 2.

Figure 14a shows the computed terminal velocity of the

dry and wet/rimed snowflake categories as a function of

collection efficiency. The dry snowflakes fall at a termi-

nal velocity that is close to 0.65 m s21, whereas the wet/

rimed snowflakes have a terminal velocity that is close to

1.3 m s21, independent of diameter.

The collection efficiency as a function of wind speed

and dry and wet/rimed category is shown in Fig. 14b.

As expected, the faster-falling snow crystals shown in

Fig. 14a are associated with a higher catch efficiency.

The slower-falling snowflakes (dry) are associated with

lower catch efficiency than are the wet/rimed snow, even

if they are larger. For example, dry-snow samples 4 and

5 have lower collection efficiencies than does wet-snow

sample 7 for the same wind speed.

d. Size distribution inside and outside the gauge

The number of snowflakes in a given bin size, called

the number size distribution, of crystal types falling

outside and inside the gauge was also investigated. The

mean diameter of each sample of snowflake was studied,

and the results are shown in Fig. 13a. It illustrates that

small crystals are not effectively collected in high-wind

environments, leading to the larger mean crystal sizes

when the wind speed is high (i.e., low collection effi-

ciency). Figure 15 shows the snowflake number size

distribution inside and outside the gauge. The three

FIG. 14. The collection efficiency of a Geonor in a single Alter shield vs (a) the computed mean terminal velocity of

snowflakes falling inside the gauge and (b) the wind speed. The black (gray) dashed lines are the linear-fit curve of dry

(wet/rimed) snow samples. The gray open circles are for wet/rimed snow, and black plus signs are for dry snow. There

are eight samples of wet/rimed snow and dry snow, numbered from 1 to 8 for each category. These correspond to the

samples in Fig. 13.
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number size distributions are comparable. There is

a small difference at the tail of the number size distri-

bution in which the number of larger snowflakes is larger

outside than inside.

According to a numerical simulation of the flow con-

ducted around a shielded gauge, the deflection of the

flow is not symmetric. In general, the shielded gauge

slowed the wind downstream of the gauge more than it

did upstream. On the upstream side of the gauge, wind

speed is higher and the presence of the collection pad

may disturb the flow; thus, the snowflake type collected

in that region may not have been a good representation

of the truth. In a similar way, on the downstream side of

the gauge the wind is slowed considerably by the gauge,

which is also not an accurate representation of the truth.

This observation demonstrates the difficulty in de-

termining the best location and method to collect the

true precipitation falling outside the gauge.

6. Discussion

a. Observations versus theory

The results presented in the previous sections illustrate

the dependence of gauge collection efficiency on snow-

flake type. The observations of only one storm were an-

alyzed to show the relationship between the snowflake

characteristics observed in the field and the gauge

collection efficiency. In the following analysis, the data

from all five storms are presented (Table 1).

Figure 16 shows the collection efficiency of the Geonor

in a single Alter shield as a function of the wind speed for

all five storms. Various types of precipitation were ob-

served such as dendrites, three-dimensional snowflakes

(i.e., radiating assemblage of plates), irregular ice par-

ticles, and graupel. Each sample is associated with a

snowflake type. The four snowflake types observed were

divided into fast-falling (wet/rimed) and slow-falling

(dry) categories according to the terminal velocity as

summarized in Rasmussen et al. (1999).

A linear best fit was performed on the observations for

both categories (Fig. 16) to compare observations with

the theory. It shows that the collection efficiency varia-

tion with wind speed for wet/rimed snow is higher than

for dry snow for a given wind speed, which is also illus-

trated by the simulations. The correlation factor of dry

snow is 0.90, whereas the wet/rimed snow has a correla-

tion factor of 0.63. This can be explained by the wider

variety of crystal types that were included in the par-

ticular category. Other snowflake types such as column,

capped column, and plates with different degrees of

riming were often observed simultaneously with the ir-

regulars. Also, depending on the size of a graupel parti-

cle, its terminal velocity may vary greatly. These reasons

FIG. 15. The size distribution of snowflakes falling into the gauge

(label B) in comparison with the ones falling outside the gauge (A

and C). The locations represented by these letter labels are shown

in Fig. 3.

FIG. 16. The collection efficiency of the gauge for the five storms

studied (Table 1) as a function of the wind speed. Each sample is

associated with the observed crystal types. The gray (black) dashed

line is the linear best fit of slow- (fast-) falling snow as indicated by

DS (WS). The symbols are given in Table 2, and IR is irregular

snowflake type.
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could explain the greater scatter in the fast-falling cate-

gory when compared with the slow-falling one.

b. Correction factor

To account for the decrease in the collection efficiency

with increasing wind speed, a correction factor is used to

adjust the precipitation rate measured by the gauge. On

the basis of the study of Rasmussen et al. (2001), the em-

pirical correction factor relative to the DFIR measure-

ments is

CorrA 5
100

100 1 Vs
, (11)

where V is the wind speed and s is the gauge configu-

ration parameter. This factor depends on the gauge–

shield configuration and the wind speed. For example,

the gauge configuration parameter used for the Geonor

in the single Alter is s 5 27.1. As shown in previous

studies, the wind speed is an important factor to consider

when measuring snowfall. Given the importance of wind

speed and shield–gauge geometry, the precipitation rate

measured by the Geonor located in a single Alter shield

is multiplied by this correction factor to recover the true

rate.

Figure 17a shows the collection efficiency using the

corrected precipitation rate. Each sample is associated

with the main snowflake type observed at that time as

in Fig. 16. The correction factor adjusts the collection

efficiency of the fast-falling snowflakes better than it

does for the slow-falling snowflakes. As can be seen, the

corrected data also suggest that the wet/rimed crystal types

are overcorrected by the empirical technique and the dry-

snow types are undercorrected. Even with the corrected

values of the collection efficiency, the precipitation rate

associated with slow-falling crystals, such as dendrites and

radiating assemblage of plates, is still underestimated. On

the other hand, at higher wind speed, the collection effi-

ciency of irregulars is overcorrected by 30%.

The results depicted in Fig. 17a suggest that the cor-

rection factor could be improved by modifying Eq. (11)

to include the effects of snowflake types. From the the-

oretical calculations, correction factors have been derived

for eight crystal types (Fig. 10). The collection efficiency

computed with l 5 1 mm21 has been approximated by

a linear function and combined with Eq. (11). Therefore,

the improved the correction factor is

FIG. 17. The corrected collection efficiency (a) computed by assuming the gauge–shield configuration factor [Eq.

(11)] and (b) computed by using the correction factor that is based on both gauge–shield and crystal-type factor [Eq.

(12)] given in Table 3. Dendrite and radiating assemblage of plates have been corrected with the dry-snow coefficient

(b 5 25.37), and graupel and irregulars were corrected with the wet/rimed-snow coefficient (b 5 20.3). In both (a)

and (b), the gray (black) dashed line is the linear best fit of slow- (fast-) falling snow as indicated by DS (WS).
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CorrB 5
100

100 1 V(s 1 b)
, (12)

where b is the snowflake-type parameter derived from

the theoretical collection efficiency. Table 3 lists the

correction factors for the crystal types that were com-

monly observed.

The corrected data that are based on both the gauge–

shield configuration and snowflake types are shown in

Fig. 17b. The slow-falling crystal types (dendrite and

radiating assemblage of plates) were corrected with the

dry-snow correction factor, whereas the fast-falling

crystal types (graupel and irregulars) were corrected

with the wet/rimed-snow correction factor. The results

illustrate that the collection efficiency of the slow-falling

snowflakes is improved at higher wind speeds. This re-

sult suggests the importance of detailed snowflake-type

observations to improve the correction factor of the

Geonor in a single Alter shield.

c. Winter 2009/10

The collection efficiency of the Geonor in a single

Alter shield is calculated for the months of December

2009–March 2010, inclusively. The results are shown in

Fig. 18 as a box plot. At wind speeds of ,2 m s21, the

median collection efficiency is .90% but with large

scatter. The collection efficiency decreased rapidly from

3 to 7 m s21. At wind speed values of 7 m s21 the col-

lection efficiency is nearly constant at ;0.2.

Figure 18 also shows that the theoretical collection

efficiency of dry and wet/rimed snow agrees well with

the observations (box plot). At wind speeds between 3

and 7 m s21 the boxes are bound by the wet/rimed and

dry-snow curves. The mean theoretical collection effi-

ciency is mainly comparable to the median collection

efficiency observed. These two theoretical curves help to

explain the scatter in the collection efficiency for a given

wind speed. For example, at a wind speed of 5 m s21 the

collection efficiency measured by the precipitation

gauge varies from 0.2 to 1.0. This variation is mainly

explained by the variation in snowflake types. The

collection efficiency measured for dry snow at that wind

speed value is 0.18, whereas the wet/rimed-snow effi-

ciency is 0.8. The 25th and 75th percentiles lie within the

wet/rimed and dry snow, however.

7. Concluding remarks

This study investigated the scatter observed in the

collection efficiency of a Geonor placed in a single Alter

shield. The results suggest a strong correlation between

the crystal types and the gauge collection efficiency.

Snowflakes fall at different terminal velocities and

therefore interact differently with the deflected flow

around the snow gauge. In this study, both observational

and theoretical analyses were conducted, and they agree

well.

Some experimental errors were also noted. For in-

stance, the observed snow crystal types do not include

aggregates. Also, the empirical relationships between

snowflake diameter and terminal velocity used to calcu-

late the collection efficiency could be improved by using

additional weather instruments to measure terminal ve-

locity such as a Particle Size and Velocity (PARSIVEL)

and/or video disdrometer in combination with detailed

crystal-type observations.

This study showed that the correction factor currently

used operationally to adjust for the bias in the measured

precipitation rate needs to be improved. The calcula-

tions show that the slow-falling snowflakes are under-

corrected and that the fast-falling snowflakes are slightly

overcorrected. This finding is particularly important for

TABLE 3. The computed snowflake-type parameter b for the

improved correction factor [Eq. (12)].

Crystal types Symbol b

Radiating assemblage of plates RP 26.84

Dendrite DE 26.98

Heavily rimed dendrites HD 26.10

Hexagonal plates HP 26.26

Lump graupel LG 22.56

Dry snow DS 25.37

Wet snow WS 20.30

FIG. 18. The collection efficiency of the Geonor in the single

Alter shield for winter 2009/10 (Dec–Mar), shown as the box plot.

The bottom and top of the box refer to the 25th and 75th percen-

tiles, and the whiskers refer to the 10th and 90th percentiles. The

solid (dashed) black line is the theoretical collection of wet/rimed

(dry) snow. The mean theoretical efficiency of wet/rimed and dry

snow is represented by the thick line.
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wind speeds .4 m s21. Correction factors have been

suggested for seven different types of snowflakes that

could be divided into two categories: wet/rimed snow

(fast falling) and dry snow (slow falling).

Further experiments should be conducted to compare

the terminal velocity measured by a disdrometer with

the collection efficiency of the snow gauge. It may be

possible to derive a threshold value between slow- and

fast-falling snowflakes. On the other hand, the temper-

ature could also help in determining the speed of the

snowflakes. Wet snow mainly occurs at temperatures

near 08C, whereas dry snow occurs at colder tempera-

tures (Brandes et al. 2008). At colder temperatures,

however, it is difficult to determine whether the snow-

flakes are rimed, and there is a significant difference

between the terminal velocity of a dry snowflake and

a rimed snowflake. Also, this experiment could be re-

peated with a Geonor in a DFIR at two different loca-

tions on the site. This could help in estimating the

efficiency of the DFIR shield.

The impact of turbulence on the collection efficiency

of the gauge is not clear. A previous study by Nespor and

Sevruk (1999) suggested that turbulence has an effect on

the snowflake trajectory by adding an extra term in the

particle Reynolds number. It was assumed that the ef-

fect of turbulence is only taken into account by the

simulated flow and not in the drag coefficient, however.

The drag coefficient depends only on the crystal types

and not on the surrounding environment. Note that

a significant difference was not observed in the collec-

tion efficiency between turbulent or laminar flow. Fur-

ther studies should be conducted on the turbulent effect

on the snowflake trajectory in the vicinity of a pre-

cipitation gauge, however. Such studies could help to

explain some of the results obtained in this initial study.

Overall, this study shows the strong impact of crystal

types on the gauge collection efficiency and helps to

explain the large scatter in the data. These key findings

could have an impact on, for instance, long-term snow-

fall measurements. In particular, warm regions experi-

encing wet snow could receive more snow than cold

regions as a result of the higher collection efficiency of

wet snow in comparison with dry snow. This study has

also increased our understanding of the factors re-

sponsible for the difficulty in measuring snow.
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